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Greenworks pole saw 60v

Today, Lowe's is offering the Greenworks Pro 60V Cordless Electric Pole Saw for USD 159. That's less than the regular 229 dollars price tag and just below our previous mention. This Lowe's exclusive delivers 60V power and comes with a 2Ah battery. It's a great option for trimming limbs and other cleanup around your yard where some extra length might be
helpful. It weighs only 13 pounds and the built-in engine provides more power, torque, quiet operation and longer engine life. Rated 4.5/5 stars. There are even more Greenwroks Pro models on sale today that you can see here. Go below for more deals on LED bulbs, and of course Electrek's best EV purchase and leasing deals. Amazon is offering a 16-pack
AmazonBasics LED bulbs for .27.40. That works at about 1.70 dollars per light bulb, which is in line with our deal this summer, as LED light prices have risen during the pandemic. Still, switching to LED bulbs is a solid investment, as you get up to 15,000 hours of use from these light bulbs, each costing about .25 USD a year, according to Amazon. Rated
4.4/5 stars. Torchstar (99% positive lifetime feedback) about Amazon offers the LEONLITE 120V Dimmable LED Step Light for 9.34 USD Prime at the checkout with the code OPYRZRCT. After today's deal, you'll save 45% and be one of the best prices we've tracked. If you have stairs that need a little more lighting at night, these lights are perfect for the
task. It provides 150 lumens brightness and is dimmable so you can really adjust the light output. Rated 4.6/5 stars. FTC: We use income-earning auto-affiliate links. More. Subscribe to Electrek on YouTube for exclusive videos and subscribe to the podcast. © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries Recently Displayed No Recent Views Delete Items
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